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all , has been developed by the appli~ti?n of th~ laws relating to _aoluti~n. 
It 1s well known that if common salt 1S dissolved m ~a.ter _the freezmg po~nt 
of the liquid is Jowered. By adding more salt the freezmg_pomt of th? resulti~ 
mixture is continually lowered until th~ ~oluti~n contams a ~ertam defi.~te 
percentage of salt, when still further add1t1ons will gradually ra1se the freezmg . 

point of the brine. hi h 
It was discovered by Guthrie tha~ the mixture of salt and water w c 

had the lowest freezing point contamed about 23·5 per cent. ?f common 
salt. A hydrate containing 10 molecules of water wo~ld conta~ 24:5 per 
cent. of Sodium Chloride, and Guthrie came to the concl~1on that th:i5 mixture 
with the lowest freezing point was a hydrate of Sodium C~londe of ~he 
formula NaCl + 10B2O. He called this and ali similar bodiea separatmg 
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Fig. 250.-Freezing Curve of Solution of Common Salt. 

from saline solutions at the lowest freezing points Oryohyd!ates, meaning 
literally cold hydrates or hydrates which could exist in the solid state at low 
temperatures only. It has since been shown that these Cryohydrates are 
not definite compounds, but are mechanical mixtur~. If_ we take,. theref~re, 
a solution of salt and cool it down by mea.ns of a freetmg rruxture to 1ts ~eez~ 
point, then if the solution cont~ less salt than the Cryohrdrate,. ice w~ 
form as soon as its temperature 1s reduced below the freezmg pom~, an 
if, on the other hand, it contains more salt than the Crrohrdrate rruxture, 
aalt crystals will first form. In each case these crystal~sat1ons a.re a.ccom· 
panied by an " arrest " or retardation in th? rate of coolin~, as s~own by a 
thermometer, and this is due to an evolution of latent heat wh1ch marks 
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the commencement of solidifi.cation. In the case of the weak salt solution 
the separation of ice gradually increases the percentage of salt in the mother 
Jiquor, while,.in the case of the strong solution, the separation of salt decreases 
the percentage of salt in solution until :fi.nally at a temperature of - 22º C. 
the solution reaches the composition of the Cryohydrate. At this point the 
remaining liquid then solidifi.es as a whole, the temperature, as shown by the 
thermometer in the mixture, remaining stationary until the mass has com
pletely solidifi.ed, owing to the evolution of the latent heat of solidifi.cation 
-0f the Cryohydrate balancing the loss of heat by radiation and conduction. 

If the cooling be continued after the whole masa is solid the fall in tem• 
perature resumes its normal rate. 

A frozen satine solution containing less salt than the Cryohydrate will 
consist of crystals of pure ice surrounded by frozen Cryohydrate, or, if the 
solution contained a large excess of salt, the frozen mass will be made up of 
crystals of salt surrounded by solid Cryohydrate. 

Fig. 250, showing the freezing curve of solutions of common salt and 
water, is taken from a paper by Mr. Sauveur in the Metallographist, July, 
1898.* The abscissm represent the composition, and the ordinates the tem· 
peratures. If we a.asume that a solution containing, say, 90 per cent. water 
a.nd 10 per cent. salt is placed in a cooling medium, when it reaches its freezing 
point ice will form, a.nd there \vil! be a retardation in the rate of cooling denoting 
an evolution of latent heat, and this tempera.tura plotted on the diagram will 
give us one point in the curve, ME. By the formation of ice the solution 
becomes richer in salt, and its freezing point is lowered, and no further separa· 
tion of ice takes place until ita tempera.ture is further lowered, when fresh 
formations of ice take place, giving us other points in the curve. Thus the 
branches of the curves in fi.g. 250 are formed by the loci of a number of arrest 
points of cooting curves until finally the solution becomes richer and richer 
in salt, and at a temperature of - 22° C. it rea.ches the composition of the 
Cryohydrate at point E, and solidifies as a whole. 

If we now pass from satine solutions to fused alloys, we find the same 
phenomena exhibited. Let us consider the case of a copper·silver alloy 
(fig. 251), and observe what takes place during the gradual cooling of such 
an alloy from the fluid state, say, from a temperature of 1,000° C., carefully 
noting any " arresta " or retardations during the cooting by mea.ns of a suitable 
pyrometer. Any such " arresta" will indica.te an evolution of latent heat, 
marking the beginning of solidifi.cation. Assuming the alloy contains 90 per 
cent. silver and 10 per cent. copper, as it cools down silver will separa.te out, 
and the fluid alloy will become poorer in silver and richer in co_pper, in the 
same way as the weak salt solution b'ecame poorer in water a.nd r1cher in salt. 
At ea.ch separation of silver there will be a.n evolution of heat or retardation 
in the rate of cooling, the melting point of the fluid alloy will be lowered, 
and no further separation of silver will take place until there is a further 
cooling. This separation of silver will continue to give a number of loci 
of cooling curves for alloys of different composition, which, when plotted, 
give the curve in the figure, until at a temperature of 778° C., when the alloy 
has a composition of 28 per cent. copper and 72 per cent. silver, instead of 
silver continuing to separa.te the whole of the alloy will solidify at a constant 
temperature, there being no further reduction until the whole mass is solid, 

* The maximum amount of aalt soluble in water between 0° and 100° C. is rather 
under 40 per cent., consequently tlie curve does not extend beyond the point corre
sponding to this. 
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when the temperature again begins to fa~. Th_is particu~r mixture or alloy 
of silver and copper has the lowest freezmg pomt of all silve~·copper alloys, 
and is called the eutectic alloy, a name suggested by Guthrie. It may be 
stated that the silver crystals which separate out in these alloys are not 
pure, but contain up to about 3 per cent._ of c~pper, a~d in the same manner 
the copper crystals which separa te h?ld. m sohd solut10n up t? ab?ut 22 per 
cent. of silver, these proportions are mdicated by the dotted linea m_fig. 251. 
The analogy between the eutectic a.Hoy and the Cryohydrates of salme solu
tions will at once be apparent from the curves. 

W e must now go a step further, _and consi~er a mixtur? or allo:y of Carbon 
and iron not in the molten, but m the solid state durmg cooling from a 
high temperature. Let us take the case of pure steel of medium Carbon, 
say, about •6 per cent., which me.y be regarded for our present purpose as. 
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Fig. 251.-l!'reezing Curve of Copper-Silver Alloys. 

an a.Hoy of iron and Fe3C. On cooling ~own such a _steel from, say, 1,300º. 
and carefully observing the ra~e of cooling by a suitable pyrometer~ there 
is nothing very noticea~le until t~e teI?pera~ure falls t? about 740 w~en 
there is a sudden evolution of heat 1dent1cal with that which occurred durmg 
the commencement of solidification of the silver-copper alloy. . . 

This is the point at which pure iron separa.tes from the so~d solution 
and corresponda to the changes rep~esented by ~ 3 a~d Ar2 combmed. Sub
sequent to this at 715º a second pomt occ~s.whi~h lS the well-kno~n.recal• 
e,cence point, and is analogous_ to the soli~cat10n of the eutectíc m t~e 
silver-copper alloy, and in pass1ng thr?ugh 1t the stru?ture of th? steel 1s 
entirely changed and its chemical, phys1cal, and mecha.1!1-cal properties mark
edly altered. If we now plot these changes observed m a large number of 
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specimens of ~erent Ca~bon contents (fig. 2~2) in the same way as we ha.ve 
done for the sa~me solu~1on and the copper-silver alloy, the great similarity' 
of the curves will be evident. We ha.ve two branches of the curve meeting 
~t a temperature of 715°, correspo_nding to_ 13 per c~nt. Fe3C and 87 per cent. 
iron; we have also a nearly horizontal line markmg the evolution of heat 
nt the recalescence point, clearly in~catizi:g some . molecular change at a 
constant temperatlll'e. As we are dealing w1th a solid and not a fluid body 
to speak of one of the bodies solidifying, as in the case of copper from th; 
copper-silver al!oy, may lead to confusion of ideas, but we may assume that 
dm:ing the cooling there has be?n a gradual _separation of ir?n until the point 
E 1s reached, when a eutecto1d alloy of iron and FeaC is formed-i.e., a 
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Fig. 252.-Curve showing Separation of Iron and Carbide during the Cooling of Carbon 
Stee!s. 

mechan~cal ~ture o~ these two in the same w~y as a Cryohydrate is a 
m~chamcal ~ture ?f ice and salt, or the copper-silver eutectic, a mechanical 
llllXture of. 1~s constttuents. If the above hypothesis is right, slowly cooled 
ste~l contammg less. than ·89 of Carbon should be made up of cry-stalline 
gr~lllS of cai:bonless uon, surr~unded by t~e eutectoid alloy of Fe and Fe

3
C 

-i.e., ~earlite ; steel mo!e highly carbur1sed should be formed of grains 
of _Carb1de, Fe8C _(~ementite), surrounded by the eutectoid alloy Pearlite, 
whüe metal contammg ·89 per cent. of Carbon should consist entirely of th& 
eutectoid alloy. Microscopic evidence shows this to be the case. 
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'l'o trace the a~logy more clearly between the copper-silver alloy and 
steel we place theru m parallel columna. · 

Copper Silnr Alloy, u 1bo11n 
under lllcroseo¡,e, 

1, La~cr pcu:rntage of silv<•r than eutectio 
mixture. Crystalline particlea of .~ilver 
in matrix of eutectio alloy (fig. 253). 

2. Larger percentage of copper than 
eutectio. Crystalline particles of 
copper 1111rrounded by, or embedded 
in, euteotio (fig. 254). 

1. Alloy of same composition u enteotio 
when it solidifiea as a whole at 778º C. 
Whole mass entirely euteotio con
ai.eting of lamin111 (fig. 255). 

Iron Carblde .\lloy, u 1bown 
under Mlcrosco¡,e, 

l. Larger percentage of iron than eutectoid 
mixture. Carbonle;;s iron (Ferrite) in 
matrix of eutectoid Pearlite (fig. 236). 

2. Larger percentagea of Carbide than in 
eutectoid mixture. Grains or band.s of 
Carbide (Cementite) surrounded by, 
or cmbedded in, euteotoid Pearlite 
(6g. 257). 

3. Same oomposition u eutectoid, ·89 per 
cent. Carbon. Should oonsist entirely 
of euteotoid Pearlite (fig. 258). 

On reference to the photographs referred to it will be seen the.t the above 
statements are confumed in every case by the microstructure. W e find that 
fig. 258, illustrating the structure of ·39 Carbo!'.} steel, consists entirely of 
Pearlite, which has the characteristic structure of eutectic alloys, being 
made up of alterne.te thin platea of iron and Fe.O, Fig. 257 shows the Cemen
tite embedded in the Pearlite, and fig. 256 shows Ferrite embedded in Pearlite. 

In connection with the solution theory of Carbon steels, an attempt to 
explain the hardening of these steels has been made by assuming that during 
rapid cooling through the critical range oonditions which normally exist 
above this re.nge are retained. In this manner by sudden oooling the Carbon 
may be kept in solid solution and cause he.rdness. 

Suoh are some of the leading considerations which have led to the con
ception and enunciation of the theory of solid solution as applied to stee~ 
and they are placed before the student that he may understand what is 
embraced by the term, e.nd the general basis---both on ane.logy and experi
ment&-on which the theory resta. 

The following statement by Dr. Stansfield from his paper read before 
the Iron and Steel lnstitute in 1899 clearly defines the position e.nd claims 
of the solution theory :-

" The solution theory of oarburised iron affirms that this substance is, 
when ·fluid, a solution of Carbon in iron, and that under certain conditions 
the solidified mass a.lso forma a solid solution. It further affirms that these 
liquid and solid solutions obey the ordinary laws of solution, which have 
been fully studied in the case of aqueous, saline, and organic solutiona. (The 
Carbon may, however, be considerad to be in solution as the compound 
Fe

3
0,) The solution theory can, therefore, be invoked to explain both the 

mode of solidification of oarburised iron and the molecular changes that 
take place after solidifioation. The experimental data which ene.ble the 
theory to be applied are mainly a:fforded by the pyrometer and the micro
scope used in conjunction with chemioal analysis, but e.U the other cb.emical 
and physioal properties of carburised iron must be studied, for the sake of 
the contributory evidence they a:fford." 

The Allotropic Theory.-The molecular changes occurring in iron 
itself he.ve been very carefully studied, e.nd form the be.sis of what is known 
as the allotropic theory. Sir Wm. Roberts-Austen defined allotropy as "a 
change of intemal energy occurring in an element at a critica! temperature, 
not necessarily accompanied by a change of state." Professor H. M. Howe 

lver and Iron Carbide Alloys. 
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PLATE XVI.-Copper-Silver and Iron Carbide Alloys . 
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Fig, 253.-Larger percentage of silver than eutootic mixture. 
Crystalline particles of sil ver in matrix of eulectic alloy. 

Fig. 254. - Larger percentage of copper than eutectic. 
Crystalline particles of copper surrounded by, or em• 
bedded in, eutectic. 

Fig. 255.-Alloy o[ saine compoaition as euteotio wh':n it 
aolidifiee as a wbole &t 77Er' C. Whole m&88 ent1rely 
eutectic, consieting of la.minm. 

Fig. 256.-La.rger percanta.ge of iron than eutcctoid mixture. 
Ctirbonless iron (Ferrite) in matrix of eutectoi<l Pearlite. 

Fig. 257.-Larger percentages of Carbide than in eutectoid 
, mixture. Grains or banda of Carbide (Ceruentite) sur

rounded by, or embedded in, eutectoid Pearlite. 

Fig. 258. - Sa.me compositioo as eutectoid, ·89 per cent. 
Carbon. Should coosist entirely of eutectoid Pesrlite. 
Laminated structure. · 
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has ¡>roposed the following definition :-·· Allotropy is a change in the pro
pert1es of an element without change of state. It is habitually accompanied 
bv a change of interna! energy. It is due in sorne, perhaps in all, cases to a 
change in the number or in the arrangements of the atoros in the molecule." * 
Taking either of the above dcfinition!!, it is olear that the evolution of heat 
on cooling, and the absorption of heat on heating, taken in conjunction with 
the altered physical propertieis of hardened steel, would be undoubted evidence 
of allotropy, once grantirig that Carbon or sorne other element plays no part 
in the observed phenomena ; and, in the case of electrolytic iron (such as 
that used in sorne of Sir Wm. Roberts-Austen's experiments, with only 0·007 
per cent. Carbon), the pres.anee of the critica! points Ar

1 
and Ar

2 
has been 

considered as undoubted evidence of allotropy, but not, of course, in itself, 
of a hard allotropic form. 

In 1890, at the spring meeting of the !ron and Steel Institute, M. Osmond 
read a very not.able paper, in which he brought forward the theory that 
there are two allotropic modifications of iron, one the ordinary soft iron as 
we know it in ingot iron or steel, which he called "alpha " iron, and the 
~ther a hard variety as we know it in hardened steel, which he called " beta " 
uon. 

Hardened steel, he asserted, owed its properties principally to the presence 
of fJ iron, which is hard and brittle by itself at the ordinary temperatura. 
According to him, iron below the point Ar2 possesses the molecular form 
"alpha "-that ia, the soft form-but a.hove the critica! point Ac

2 
the allo

tropic hard form, or "beta," iron exists. Carbon, in the state of hardening 
Carbon, maintains iron in the fJ condition, during slow cooling, to a tem
peratura which is in inversa proportion to the amount of Carbon contained 
1n the metal. When the rate of cooling is fairly rapid, the changes occurring 
during slow cooling do not take place, at least not in their entirety. Hardened 
steel is a steel in which the iron and Carbon have more or less completely 
preserved in the cold the condition which they possessed at high temperatures. 
lt should be carefully noted that M. Osmond did not assume that hard " beta " 
iron is of itself suffi.cient to account for ali the observed facts ; Carbon un
doubtedly ]?laye an important role. On the other hand, although the presence 
of Carbon 1B essential to the hardening of steel, the changcs of the Carbon 
condition do not enable a.U the facts to be explained. The influence of Carbon, 
according to him, is of the same character as that of the rate of cooling, and • 
both combine to produce the final result. The rate of cooling alone is not 
sufficient, under the ordinary conditions in which hardening is efiected, to 
maintain an appreciable fraction of the iron in the fJ condition. But as, under 
the same conditions, it is easy to maintain the Carbon in the state of hardening 
Carbon, and as the hardening Carbon imparta stability to fJ iron, fJ iron may 
be successfully preiserved at the ordinary temperatura by the aid of Carbon. 

Later on, .M. Osmond recognised the existence of three distinct modi
fications of iron, his reasons being based chiefly on the distinction between 
the.points A.1·2 and Ara, which in hia early paper he did not think were inde
pendent a.nd definitely separated. His later view was that ir?n existed in 
the a. state below Ar2, in the fJ state between Ar2 a.nd Ar:i, and m the r state 
aboveAr3• 

Considerable doubt has recently been raised as to the existenco of the 
f:J variety of iron, and there is certainly insufficient evidence to support the 
existence of a fJ iron which is in itself harder than a. or r iron. 

•" Nomenolature of Metallography," lr<m ana Sted. 111,t. Journ.., 1902, vol. i 
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)!ore recent views as to the condition of the iron in hardened steels include 
those of Edwards, Le Chatelier, and Guillet. 

Edwards puts forward the view that dming rapid cooling through the 
transformation range the iron is retaincd in the r condition, whilst Le Chatelier 
and Guillet suggest that the A2 change is not allotropic, and that in h~¡_den~ 
steels the iron exists in the ~ condition, but retains Carbon or Fe3C m solid 
solution. 

The Carbon and Sub.:carbide Theories.-The allotropic theory has 
bMn strongly opposed by Professor .Arnold and_ others. The_ su~poriers of 
the Carbon theories, as opposed to the allotrop1c theory, mamtam that all 
the phenomena observed in the hardening of steel are explained by changes· 
in the condition of the Carbon, and that hardening is not in any way due to 
allotropic modifi.cations of the iron. 

What may be termed the Carbon theory assumes that Carbon can exist 
in two states in steel; that the Carbon exists as "hardening Carbon" at a 
temperature above the critica} points, and on rapid cooling, as by q~enching 
in water, this Carbon is retained in the same state. On slow cooling from 
above the critical points, the harde~ng Cai?on passes into the for_m known 
as cement Carbon, and combines w1th the rron to form the Carblde, Fe3C. 
Even if thi!! theory is accepted as a satisfactory explanation of hardening, it 
certainly does not explain the critical points in carbonless iron and other 
observed facts, such as the disappearance of magnetism at .Ar2• In May, 
1894, Prof. Arnold * thus accounted for the critica} points in steel :-Ar! is 
due to the combination of iron and Carbon to form the normal Carb1de, 
Fe3C ; its intensity is proportional to the amount of Fe3C prese~t, and. to 
the area of pearlite in the microsection. A2 rnarks the exceedi~ly famt 
evolution or absorption of heat due respectively to the p_assage ?f rron from 
a plastic to a crystalline condition º! vice versd. Ara _is expl_amed on the 
hypothesis that it marks the format1on of a sub-Oarb1de of rron. In the 
case of low Carbon steels, a prolonged exposure to a white heat converts 
the normal into the sub-Carbide. 

In 1896 Prof . .Arnold t developed his sub-Carbide theory in an a.ble paper, 
which may be thus briefly summarised :-

From a series of strictly comparative experiments on normal (heated ~o 
1,000º C. and cooled in a.ir), annealed, and hardened bars, he finds that m 
ali the hardened steels only a small proportion, ~bout ~ per cent., of the_ t~tal 
Carbon is obtained on analysis as Fe8C, the mam port1on, he argues, eX1St~g 
as an unstable sub-Carbide of iron. With steels of ·89 per cent. Carbon, 1t 
would appear from the analyses that, _Ptacti?ally the whole ?f the metal 
consista of this intensely hard sub-Carb1de of rron. Steel of this percentage 
-0f Carbon he calls saturated steel ; steels with other percentages are either 
unsaturated or super-saturated. The critic~l point Ar1 is due to the dissoci
ation of this Carbide, Fe21C, and the formatlon Fe8C. In the m>rmal samples 
some 90 per cent. of the total Carbon ia obtained in the form of the definite 
Carbide, Fe3C. He sums up thus :- . . 

"The constituents of steel may be :-(a) Crystals of pure rron which 
remain bright on etching. (b) Cryst~ls of slightly impure iron which beco~e 
pale brown on etching, probably owmg to t~e pres~nce of a small_ quan~1ty 
of 11nsegregated Carbide. (e) Normal Carb1de _of rron, Fe3C,_ whi~h exi~ts 
in fom distinct modifi.ca.tions, each one confernng upon the rron rn which 
it is found particular mechanica.l properties :-(1) Emulsified qarbide pres~nt 
in an exceRsively finntate of division in tempered steels. (2) D1ffused Carb1de 

• Iron and St«l lnal. J<YUrn., 1894, vol. i. t Min. Proe. lnat. O.E., vol. cuiii., 1896 
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of iron occurring in n~rmal ste~ls in t~e forros of_ small ill-defined strire and 
~anules. (3) Crrstallised Carb1de of rron occurrmg as well-defined Jamin~ 
~ annealed and m sorne normal steels. (4) Segre"ated Carbide occurring 
m v~ry slo~ly cooled steels, and consisting of irregular masses. (d) Sub
Carb1de of uon, a compoui:id of great hardness existing in hardened and 
tempered steels, and J?OSSess~g the formula Fe24C. This substance is decom
posed by_ the ~ost dilut~ ac1ds, and at 400° C. it is decomposed into Fe

3
C 

and ~ee rron, with ~v~lution of_heat. One of the most remarkable properties 
of ,this compound 1s 1ts capac1ty for permanent magnetism. (e) Graphite 
or temper Carbon.' 

"The existence of Fe2c1C is proved by the fact that iron containing 0·89 
per c~nt. Carbon presents severa! ~orrelative critical points when examined 
~y difie~ent methods of observation :-(1) Well-marked saturation points 
W, the microstructure_ of normal and annealed steels. (2) A sharp maximum 
m a curve the co-ordinates of which are heat evolved or absorbed at A and 
Cru.:bon percen~ge. (3) A sharp maximum in a curve the co-orclinaÍ~ of 
w~ch are Carbon percei:itage, and permanent magnetisrn in hardened steels." 

~of. ~nold has. kindly sent me the following paragraph briefly em
bodymg his present v1ews :-

". Sine~ r~g ~he pa,per in 1896, he ~~s seen. no rea.son to appreéiably 
mod_ify his v1ews w1th reference to the cntical pomt .Ar , but considers. as 
.Ar2 lS undoub~edly the rnagnetic change point, it does mark a kind of phy;ical 
a~otropy. W1th regard to Ar3, the_ fact that this point has been shown by 
~e~ and others to be present m c~b?nless electr?lytic ~on precludes 
it.s bemg due to any Carbon change ; 1t 1B also associated w1th dilatation 
phenom~na, but he doe~ not consider that this is necessarily evidence of an 
allotrop1c change! and, m the present state of our knowledge, has no satis
factory expianat10~ to s~gest except that it seems certain that neither 
Ar2 n?r Ara lS assoc1ated w1th cr:ystalline polymorp~ism, and careful quenching 
ex:pe~ents had proved that ne1~her had any practica! mechanical significance 
at ordinary temp~ratur~. It 1s a.Is? certain that the view held by rnost 
well-k1:1own steel lll:vestigators (specifically excepting, of course, Prof. Le 
Chatelier)_ that _Carb1d~ of iron is insoluble in iron in the alpha ra.nge of tem
perature lS cur1?usly maccurate. He (Prof. Arnold) had himself proved by 
e<:ores of _exp~r~ents_ that the Carbide of Pearlite completely diffused or 
dissolved mto 1ts rron m the alpha range." 
• In the autumn ?f 1895 Prof~sor H. M. Howe presented a paper to the 
lron and St~el Inst1tute, the ob~~t of_ which _was to investigate how closely 
th~ c~ange _in the Carbon condit1on, 1:° passmg through the critical range, 
COlllCides with the loss of t~~ hardemng power. Bars containing •21 per 
cent. Carbon, ·31 per cent. S1licon, and 1 ·19 per cent. Manganese, were very 
carefully heate~ to 970º C., slowly cooled, and quenched at different tem
peratures, varymg_ from 880° C. to 263° C. in cold brine, untreated bars being 
tested for compar1Son. These b~rs w~re the» tested for tenacity, ductility, 
ao.d hardness as a measure of the mtens1ty of hardening, and for colour Carbon 
as a measure of the Carbon condition. · 

Profess_or Howe found that the change in Carbon condition (from cement 
to hardemng Carbon) lagged far behind the change in tenacity. As the 
temper~ture of quenching descende~ f!om 880° to 713° the changes in the 
properti~ of the metal and the ID1Ssmg Carbon were slight, but at 633º 
·!he ~enac1ty of ~he _metal fell off most abruptly, at least 52 per cent. of the 1\ loss occurring m this narrow range of 65°, though only sorne 12 per cent. 
0 t e Carbon change occurs here. Between 620° and 600° the Carbon changes 
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very abruptly, with a very considerable increase in elongation, the recover)' 
of the ductility, as measured by the elongation, seeming to be unduly con
centrated into the latter part of the change in Carbon condition. Sauveur • 
made a very complete microscopic examination of the above steels, and his 
resulta in relation to the recalescence points are briefty these :-(1) Above 
Ar2 no marked change occlll'red. (2) The up_per part of Ar2 showed a great 
change of Martensite to Ferrite, and no otlier change clearly marked. (3) 
The lower part of Ar2 showed a further great changa from Martensite to 
Ferrite, with great loss of tenacity. (4) Between Ar2 and Ar1 the only marked 
change was a considerable loss of tenacity and hardness. (5) Ar1 showed 
a great change from Martensite to Pearlite, a great losa of tenacity, a slight 
loss of hardness, a modera.te gain in ductility, and a marked change in Carbon 
condition. (6) Below Ar1 there was no further change in structure but a 
considerable loss in tenacity, a great gain in ductility, a great loss in hardness, 
and a marked change in Carbon condition. 

The general resulta obtained, together with the extraordinary increase 
in tensile strength on quenching-from 33 tons to neariy 100 tona per square 
inoh-Professor Howe considered could not be explained by the direct in
ftuence of the Carbon and other impurities present, notwithstanding the 
high percentage of Manganesa and Silicon, and he tentatively suggested that 
the hardening of steel is due, not to the allotropic P iron alone, nor to the 
Car bon alone, but to a compound of Piron with hardening Carbon, or what may 
be ca.lled a Carbide of P iron: this has been termed the carbo-allotropic theory. 

The hardening of practically Carbonless iron by quenching has been 
a much debated point, but it must now be taken as proved that even the 
plll'est iron, with as little as ·02 per cent. of Carbon and only traces of other 
metalloids, does undergo appreciable hardening on quenching, although 
nothing in comparison to that shown by the high Manganese steel used in 
Professor Howe's experimenta. A sample of this pure steel, with ·02 Carbon 
increased from 19·5 to 29 tons on quenching, and another sample containing 
•06 Carbon and less than ·2 per cent. of Manganese, other impurities being 
very low, gave a maximum stress of 23·3 tons in the normal and 32·2 tons 
in the quenched state. Whether such hardening bears any distinct relation 
to the critical points, or whether it is simply a function of the quenching 
temperature, is still a matter of dispute, and space does not permit of dealing 
fairly with the controversy, although it has undoubtedly a most important 
bearing on the allotropic theory. 

Stress Theories.-During the last few years interest has been revived 
in questions relating to the theories of hardening from the point of view 
of the e:ffect of a severely strained condition set up as a result of stresses 
during quenching. These stresses may be due to the shrinkage of the outer 
!ayer of metal or to the increase of volume resulting from the change from 
r to p or u. iron-i.e., molecular stresses. 

W ork has been published in which these stresses have been considered by 
Le Chatelier, Charpy, Grenet, Carpenter and Edwards, M4Cance and Humfrey. 

Prof. Carpenter has kindly sent me the following, embodying his present 
views on the theory of the hardening of steels :-

" Any modern theory of the hardening of steels must take into account, 
not only the hardening of iron-carbon steels by water quenching, but also 
that of the so-callad special or alloy steels, where a much slower rate of cooling 
-e.g., that produced by a.ir cooling-brings about the desired result. The 

* Iron arnl Steel Inst. Journ., 1896, vol i., p. 170. 
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theory recently put forward by Professor C. A. Edwards and the writer. * 
which attempts to include all steels that can be hardened, may be summaris~d 
as follows :-

., 1~ quenching such alloys as iron-Carbon steels severe stresses are set 
up, which cause very pronounced crystal twinning. This twinnino appears 
to be directly connected with the intensity of the thermal changes that occur 
when s_uch steels are slowlr cooled, and in particular with the changa from 
hardemug carbon to pearhte carbon at Ar1 (725° C.), a change which is 
eompletely suppressed by e:ffective quenching. The increa.sed hardness 
w1!-i?h is p~odu_ced _by quenching steels from temperatures above their highest 
::r~t1cal pomt 1s. direc~Iy related to the velocity and thermal magnitude of 
ihi_s s!lppressed mvers10n, and the connection between these factors, crystal 
twl.O.lllilg, and carbon percentage is very evident. At all the surfaces of 
slip upo~ :wruch t~ occur~, amorphous layers are formed-and under 
the conditíons of hardemng pers1st-which are similar to those which Beilby 
has s_hown are pro?uced w hen metals are deformed and hardened by cold
~orking. We consider tlw.t the ultimate cause of hardening by quenching steels 
1B the presence of (kese amorphous kiyers. If such is the case it would iollow 
that the ~nal cause of ha~denin~ by qu~nching is exactly the same as that 
of hardemng by <J?ld-w~r~g-viz., the mternal deformation of the crystals. 
The means by which th1S 1s brought about are, however, different in the two 
e.ases. The degree of hardness which is produced by quenching does not 
depend by ~ny ~eans wholly on the a~ount of twinning that occurs, unless 
t~e companson is made between specunens of the same chemical composi
tion. . The ch~mi?3l compositi?n certainly ~as a marked e:ffect upon the 
quantity of ~Wllllll~ produced .m the quenching operation, but the hardness 
of the mass lS also inftuen~ ~y the molecul'.11' constitution of the amorphous 
layer~ t:hat are formad. This IS rendered ev1dent by the fact that mild steel 
contammg, say, 0·20 p:r ce_nt. of carbon, ) vhen effectively quenched from 
temperatures above 900 _C., 1s a mass of twmned crystals, but is nevertheless 
very soft as compar~d w1th quenched specimens of steel containing 0·90 per 
cent. of C_arbon. Be1lby has shown th_at ~he ~morphous layers produced by 
co!d~working possess different propert1es 1~ ?ifferent ~etals, and it is per
fil1Ss1ble to conclude that the hardness of similar layers tn alloys will depend 
to a large extent upon their molecular constitution. 

" Data with regard to the chemical and molecular constitution of quenched 
steels ~re ver¡ scanty and incomplete. Professor E. D. Campbell has shown t 
that w1th a g1ven steel the mean molecular weight of the hydrocarbon evolved 
fro_m the hardened steel is lower than that from the same steel annealed 
-i.e., the molecular weight of the Carbide decreases when the metal is 
~ardene~. More recently t he has shown by a study of the di-nitro deriva
tives derived ~om the Car?id~s in steel that Carbides of low molecular weight 
are more readily so~uble m tron than those of high molecular weight, and 
have greater hardenmg e:ffect, and that they tend to dissociate with rising 
!emper~ture. ~cc?rding to him, the Carbides in steel are to be regarded as 

metallic substitutio~ p~oduct~ of the hy~ocarbons whose molecular weights 
and molecular const1tut1ons will depend upon the Carbon conceutration and 
~eat treatment.' § As he has pointed out, ' no hypothesis which assumes a 
smgle C~rbo_n atom mol9<:ule Fe3C ~ill satis_fa?toril:y explain the products 
of solut1on m hydrochlonc, sulphur1c, or mtr1c ac1d. If the increase in 

• Iron_ and Steel In,t. Jour11., No. 1, 1914, pp. 138-177. t lb 'd 1913 N 2 36 t Ibid. 1 1 ., ' o. ' p. 7. 
, 899, No. 2, p. 223. § Ibid., 1914, No. 2, p. s. 
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specific volume of hardened steel compared wit~ that of ªW?-ealed me~l 
be largely due to the osmotic pressure of the dissolved Carb1d~, then _1t 
would seem, if a single Carb_ide, Fe3C, only_were presen~, that t~e mcrease m 
specific volume should be directly prop_ort1?nal to the mcrease, m percentage 
of Carbon. The very accu.rate determi_nations report~d by M Canee clearly 
show that the specific volume increases m a gr~ter ratio than the yercentage 
of Carbon. This is reasonably accounted for if the mol~ular we1ght of the 
Carbide is recognised, for, as the percentage of Carbon mcreases, ~he mole
cular weight of the Carbides decreases, hence the nu!llber of Carb1de ~ole
cules per unit volume, and consequently the osmot1c pressu.re at a g1ve~ 
tempera.tu.re woul~ increase m?re rapidly than_ the perc_ent~ge of Carbon. 
Speaking broadly, 1t m~y be sa1d that t~e che~c~l const1t~t1on of hardcne~ 
iron Carbon steels requrres much more mvestigat1on than 1t has as yet re 
ceived, and which will be needed before a reasonably complete theory of the 
hardening of such steels can be put forward._ , . . 

" Coming now to the ' alloy ' or ' spec~al stee~, which mclude all the 
high-speed tool steels, the the?ry ~f their hardenm_g as put forward by 
Professor Edwards and the wr1ter, 1s that the spec1al elell:lents. present
e.g., tungsten, chron:iium, vanadi~, molybdenum, . etc., g1ve. rise to the 
formation of new compounds, w_hich doubtless, ?wmg t? their_ molec~ar 
constitution, exert a greater osmot1c pressure when m the r iron ~olid solution, 
and lower the tempera.tu.re at which the Carbo~ se¡:iarat~s fr_om 1t. They al~o 
decrease the velocity of the Carbide change. rhe1r acti~n 1s such that ra_p1d 
quenching is not necessary in order to preserve the mass m the same phys1co
chemical constitution as in the case of properly quenched Ca!b_on steels. 
In both cases the Carbide change is ínhibited by ¡,ressure! b1:1t when th1s 1s broug~t 
about by external means, such as quenching, twuuung _of the cr:rstals 1s 
produced, whereas wh~n the whole of ~he osmotic pres~u.re 1~ already mherent 
in the mass as osmot1c pressu.re, no mternal crystalline ~t~bance oc~u.rs. 
The amount of twinning which is produced by quench1ng IB proport10nal 
to the amount of the inversion which has to be suppressed by ext~rnal means, 
or inversely proportional to the retarding infl.uence of the spec1al e~ements 
present. Hence twinning is entirely absent when the neces~ary mternal 
pressu.re is already inherent in the _mas~.g., when the requu:ed amounts 
of tungsten and chromium are contamed m the ste~l. . 

" For the completion of this theory of the hard_enmg of alloy steels cherrucal 
investigations are as necessary as for that . of iron Carb~n steels, and are 
even more complicated. It will be essential to determme the molec~lar 
constitution of such steels, to ascertain how far: a given element entera mto 
the constitution of the solvent, and how far mto that of the solute. As 
Arnold has shown,* sorne elements-e.g., nickel-:--see~ to enter almost wholly 
into the solvent, otherB-4l.g., vanadium-combme w1th the solúte, and others 
again~.g., chromium-enter into the constitution ~f _both. ~he modern 
high-speed tool steel is a very complex alloy, contammg not m~equently 
upwards of 25 per cent. of elements other than iron. Mue~ sy~te~atlc research 
on such alloys will be needed before their molecular const1tut1on IB adequately 

understood. . · f 1s 
, " Mention should be made of two other theories of the hardenmg o stee 
which have recently been put fo~ard. . . 

" The fust which was enunciated sunultaneously w1th that of Prof~ 
Edwards and the writer, is due to M'Cance,t and is termed the 'Interstram 

• Proceedin!JB o/ the [n.,titution o/ Mechanical Enginars, March, 1914. 
t lron and Sleel Jn.,t. ,l('11M,, No. 1, 1914, PP· 192-239. 
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theory of h~rdness.' According to this ' during the quenching of steel two 
transformat1ons can take place, (a) the transformation of r to a, iron (b) 
t~e transformation of Carbon in solution to the state of Carbon out of ;olu
t1on. The fust of these ca°: take p)a~e independently of the second, but 
the C~rbon c~nnot change 1ts condit1on without necessitating the -trans
format1?n to a.1ron of the 'Y iron in which it ~s ~issolved. . . . In a quenched 
and. uniformly_ hardened s_teel ~h~ Carbon 1s ~°: the state of solution, and it 
retama ~ port1_on of the iron m the 'Y condition-the proportion increases 
yery rap1dly "'.1-~h the Carbo_n content. The majority of the iron is, however, 
tn the a ~ondit1on, but ~wmg ~o the restricted mobility du.ring the period 
of quenching, the crystallme_ uruts are °:ºt homogeneously oriented, and the 
har~ess of _quenched steels 1s due to this condition, which is siniilar to that 
1>f mterstram. The hardness is interstrain hardness.' In a more recent 
paper M'Cance has extended this theory so as to include the hardening of 
alloy steels. * 

" The ~ec,ond theory is due to ~umfrey, t who summarises his position 
as follo~s .- T~e hard_structu.re which can be produced in Carbon steels by 
quenching, and m certam all?y steels ~y normal ~ooling, is dueto the presence 
of a hard amorphous solut10n of a 1ron and 1ron Carbide which solution 
may be _compared wi~h BeilbJ'.s amorphous phase formed by overstrain. 
To explam the formation of this amorphous phase the author advances a 
theory that ~he passage of a substance from one allotropic modification to 
another of different crystalline _form, involves the temporary formation of 
an amorphous state corresponding to the liquid phase of the modification 
about to be _formed. In steels, such a change occurs at Ar

3
, and if owing to 

su~de~ coolmg or to the presence of certain alloyed elements the chano-e 
pomt 1s lo~ered to a temperature at which crystallisation in the viscous ma;s 
beco~es difficult, then the amorphous form will be retained in the metastable 
:form m the cold.' 
· " If these theories be compared with each other, and th;t put forward 

~y Professor ~d~ards and the writer, it will be seen that they ha.ve one very 
~portant pomt _m common. Each theory postula.tes the complete suppres
s1on of. the Carb1de change. Where they di:ffer is in regard to the condition 
of the irº?· T~e presence of a hard amorphous phase is common to two of 
th~ theo~1es-v1z., those of Humfrey and Edwards and Carpenter. On this 
pom~ M ~anee lays a_pparently but little stress. According to Humfrey 
~he iron 1s complete~y m the a. co?~tion ; according to M'Cance it is chiefly 
lil the a. bu~ Pª:tlr 1;11 the "f condit1on; and according to Professor Edwards 
~ the wr1ter _1t 1s I? the dec1:'ystallised_ 'Y condition ~nder pressu.re. · These 

eren~s of v1ew ame from differe~ces m the interpretation of the magnetic 
propertiE:8 of quenched steels, and will not be settled until it has been decided 
w hether_ 1ron can or cannot be magnetic in other than the a. condition." 
h It w_ill be se~n from t~e above that recent investígations ha.ve tended to 

armoruse the difference~ m the older theories of hardenino. In view of the 
much more extended senes of phenomena which are now r;ceiving attention 
the ~odern theory of hardening has to be much broader in its scope tha~ 
previously ~nunciated theories. Although a vast amount of work has yet 
to be_do°:e, 1t seems thati, as a result of fu.rther investigations on the molecular 
~~nstitut~o~ of harden~d stecls and allo;r steels, and on the relation between 

e condit1on of the 1ron and magnetlc and other physical properties, we 
· m:i.y ex~ect a rea_sonably complete theory will finally be enunciated. 

Tranaa~1ons of the Faraday Soeiety, vol. x., 1915. t Ibid, 


